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BY PHILIP BALL | 19 MARCH 2018

The mystery of handedness could soon be unravelled

Why life is chiral has puzzled scientists for well over a century. Louis Pasteur famously

discovered molecular chirality in his meticulous experiments in 1848. He separated by

hand the mirror-image forms of salts of tartaric acid and saw that their solutions will

rotate the plane of polarised light in opposite directions. ‘There is no doubt,’ he wrote in

1860, ‘that there is a grouping of the atoms [in tartrate ions] of an asymmetric type that

is not superposable on its mirror image.’

Pasteur convinced himself that this property of molecular chirality was a barrier

separating the living from the inanimate worlds – almost an echo of the vitalistic belief

in the specialness of organic nature that Pasteur’s work on microbes and ‘spontaneous

generation’ helped to dispel. He set out to find the origin of this handedness of life’s

molecules.

A little madness

‘Do such asymmetric agencies arise from the cosmic influences light, electricity,

magnetism, heat?’ Pasteur asked. From 1853 he pursued experiments that look not a

little cranky now, growing crystals in magnetic fields and plants from seeds irradiated

with light ‘inverted’ with mirrors. Jean-Baptiste Biot, who discovered optical activity in

organic solutions in 1815, advised Pasteur to abandon his eccentric quest, and even

Pasteur himself, normally of a conservative nature, admitted: ‘One has to be a little mad

to undertake what I am trying to do now.’

There’s always a little madness involved in pondering life’s handedness. Why does DNA

have its right-handed double helix, and why are chiral amino acids in proteins only of

the left-handed variety? Was this pure chance or determinism? Some have sought an

answer in the tiny degree of left–right symmetry breaking evident in the weak force,

although it would demand some extraordinarily powerful magnifier (perhaps an
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autocatalytic feedback in prebiotic amino-acid synthesis?) to make the resulting

difference in stability manifest in chemistry.

Stirring the pot

At any rate, researchers have proposed that stirring of a solution to create vortices can

couple molecular to macroscopic chirality. It sounds unlikely, but it happens. In 1990,

Dilip Kondepudi and coworkers reported that they could selectively make almost

enantiomerically pure crystals of sodium chlorate (which are chiral, although the

molecular building blocks are not) by stirring the solution from which they form.  And

a team at Kobe University, Japan, has reported that right-handed double-helical DNA

not only aligns within vortex flows but shows a slight preference for right-handed

vortices.

This isn’t so mysterious. After all, the energy of turbulent flows is transferred to ever

smaller spatial scales before finally being dissipated in friction at the molecular level. I

shouldn’t be surprised, though, if hypotheses emerge about the first living entities

having opposite chirality in the northern and southern hemispheres of our planet –

agitated by the Coriolis force that gives cyclones opposite senses of rotation either side

of the equator – before doing Darwinian battle. Do the maths and you’ll find that such

influences would be utterly negligible even at the level of organisms, let alone molecules.

But that didn’t stop an extraordinary number of people insisting (wrongly), when I

wrote recently about the amazing spiral nests of Australian stingless bees Tetragonula

carbonaria,  that they would surely rotate the other way in the north.

So sure, chiral molecules and crystals seem able to express preferences for stirring. But

according to calculations by Alec Owens and colleagues at the Centre for Free Electron

Laser Science in Hamburg, Germany, chiral molecules can actually be created by

stirring: that is, by spinning the molecules themselves.

Twist and pulse
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If you take a pyramidal ‘symmetric top’ molecule like ammonia or phosphine (PH ) and

rotate it, you produce chiral motion: clockwise rotation isn’t superimposable on its

mirror image. But that kind of symmetry breaking doesn’t make the molecule itself

chiral, much as chiral arrangement of SiO  tetrahedra in optically active quartz doesn’t

give these units a handedness. The researchers say, however, that PH  can be given a

chiral structure if it is highly rotationally excited, because in that case the motion

actually distorts the molecular structure, due to a Coriolis force acting on the spinning

molecules. This force makes one P–H bond shorter than the others, removing the

equivalence of the hydrogens. That breakdown of permutation symmetry, coupled with

the unidirectional rotation, creates two enantiomers. Then by using a strong static

electric field to align the axis of rotation (along one P–H bond), either enantiomer can

be generated selectively.

Such rotationally induced chirality has been mooted before, but not much explored

because of the difficulty of producing highly excited rotational states (rotational

quantum number J of 40 or so) with a rather narrow and well defined distribution of

states. It’s now made possible in principle, though, by the advent of intense, ultrashort

laser pulses with the kinds of tailored polarisation needed to excite extreme rotation.

Such a pulse, called an ‘optical centrifuge’, should have linear polarisation that not only

rotates helically around the direction of polarisation but does so at an accelerating rate,

so that the ‘thread’ of the corkscrew rotation gets ever tighter.

The researchers’ quantum-mechanical calculations indicate that for J=42, rotationally

induced chirality should be achievable and observable with realistic experimental

parameters. And that’s their goal now.
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